Directions from Louisville to Knobs Haven via I-65 South, through Springfield

From Louisville, **TAKE I-65 SOUTH ABOUT 20 MILES TO ROUTE 245, EXIT #112.** This is the Bardstown/Claremont exit.

**TURN LEFT OFF THE EXIT RAMP ONTO RTE 245.**
Follow 245 about 15 miles to Bardstown.

In Bardstown, you’ll come to the “major” intersection of Rtes 150/31E (Bardstown Rd) and Rte 245. There are shopping strips on both sides of Rte 245, with a Kroger on the left side and a Walgreens on the right.

**CONTINUE THROUGH THE INTERSECTION, STAYING ON RTE 245.**
Stay on Rte 245 for a few miles, until it ends in a “T” intersection with a traffic light where you’ll pick up Rte 150 again. A super Wal-Mart will be on your right, and a Lowe’s on your left. **(Note that this is the second time you will encounter Rte 150.)**

**TURN LEFT ONTO RTE 150.**
Follow Rte 150, toward Springfield, about 13 miles, and the college of St. Catharine will come into view.

**AT THE FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT, TURN RIGHT** and then proceed counter-clockwise, 2/3 of the way around a round-about, coming out on Rte 150 again. Stay on Rte 150 for 1 more mile, to the junction with Rte 152. A Southern States building is on the left.

**TURN RIGHT ONTO RTE 152.**
Proceed on Rte 152 for nearly 10 miles. At that point, you’ll see a small green highway sign, and then a large stone sign off to the right side of the road, that says “Loretto Motherhouse;” be looking for them, as they’re not too difficult to miss. **(If you come to a stop sign, you’ve gone about .4 mile too far.) TURN RIGHT INTO THE MOTHERHOUSE DRIVE,** between two stone pillars.

a) **IF YOU KNOW THE RETREAT AREA WHERE YOU’LL BE STAYING,** you may go directly there.

b) **IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THE RETREAT AREA WHERE YOU’LL BE STAYING:**
**AT THE TOP OF THE HILL, CONTINUE STRAIGHT** on the driveway (even though the directional sign says that Knobs Haven is to the left). The road will curve to the right, and shortly you’ll see a small parking lot, with a sign that points to the “Main Office.” Park your car, and enter the double doors to the main office. Tell the receptionist that you’re here for retreat. She’ll contact someone to come greet you and take you to the place where you’ll be staying.

JoAnn Gates 270-865-2621 (Knobs Haven); 270-865-5811 (Motherhouse receptionist); 270-865-5291 (Nighttime emergency number); 502-727-5906 (JoAnn’s cell phone)